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, ex-space vector bundle 

Let y : Y + B, t : 2 + D be maps of topological spacts. In a previous paper [6] 
we described a fibred mapping space over B 

(qr):(YZ)-+B 

and established some basic properties including ‘“fibred exponential laws” (i.e. 
exponential laws in the category Top, of spaces over B). 



ye: these projwtions are equivalent if A iti locally compact and Y, A, are 

ausdofl, aad apply this in Section 2 to relate (qr) to known constructions for 
locally trivial maps (in parti.cular to the vector bundle Iiom(g, r) when qV r are 
vector bundles [2, p, 81, and to the functional principal C-bundlcs of [7, pp* 
249-2501). 

In $ection lib we consider q to lbre a projection F x B --+ and find conditions for 
(F x B 2) to be imbeddled in the space M(F, 2) of maps F -+ Z with the compact 
open topologly. This enables us lo relate (gr) to the fibratioa prin t : IQ&Z + B 
associated with a fibration t : Z -+ B with fibre F (see 11, p. 120; 15, p. 241; 9, p. 
4341:) and to the associated principal bundle from the Ehresmann-Feldbau point cf 
view [ 16, p. 391. 

In Section 4 we develop the ex-exponential law for ex-spaces and relate this to 
the ex-space projection (M/x)(& &) of [3, p. 3721. In Section 5 we prove an 
exponential law for “fibred section spaces” and relate this to a map PE : E --* c of 
[12, p,. 461] (misprinted there as pE : E + B)9 and to the fundamental theorem of 
topoi, *which gives in the category of sets a right adjoint to a pull back functqXr q * 
(see [ILO, p. 241). 

All the above examples are special cases of the “fibred relatiue lifting space” 
&‘m % of Section 6, which also has its exponential law. 

In Section 7 1~3 develop homotopy versions of the fibred exponential laws of our 
previous paper [6]. The outl!ine of arguments in the convenient category of f-spaces 
analogous to the rest of our discussion is given in Section 8. Such versions of Section 
7 have air- -dy been i~l@ied in [4, 51 to problems in homotopy theory. 

A sequal to this paper will discuss conditions for our fibred mapping spaces to be 
fibratiors over B. 

The terminology and notation of [6] will be used throughout. 

Let s : A + B be 21 map of topological s,>aces. Then s induces a f 
s*:11’op*-+ A8 In this sectioal we determine the effect of s ‘> on fibred mapping 
spaces. 

Supposle then given a diagram 

an 
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a : syqrj- +tjs*q s”r), 

a(a, f)(a, y) = (a,f(y)) if s(a) == (qr)(f) = q(y) (if Y&J = @I, then f is the empty 
map with range Z s(aj and ~1 (a, f) is the empty map with range (a ) x Zs& Cledy a! 
is a well-defined ibijection. 

In the above situa usdofl, tl;en a is continuous. 
If A is locaM; compact and B i’s usdor#, the3 a-’ is conliijni4ous. 

The proof depends on the following result. i 

Lemma 1.2, Let p : x’ + B, q : Y + B, r : Z -+ B be maps, ikt X, Y’ be Hr;l,usd~# 
and let U be a si& -basis for the open sets uf 2. Then as sub-basis sets of the first kind 
for (X fl Y 2) we may take W(C n D, U) fop C, I) compact .a’~. X, Y respectively and 
w E u. 

Proof of Lemma 1.2. me sets U”, U E U, form a sub-basis for the topology of Z’ 
and hence by [S, p. 2641 the sets W(C x D, U’) form a sub-baisis for the open sets of 
M(X x Y, Z-)1. Hence a sub-basis for the open sets of P(X x Y, 2) is formed by th;z 
sets W(C x W, U), which intersect (X fl YZ) in the sets \V’(lC fl D, III)., 

Prooff of Tlheorem ld. To provc the continuity of CY, suppose that (al,f) E 
A I7 (YZ). If W(N) is a sub-basic neighbourhcod of a@, f ), where IV is an open 
neighbourhood of a, then a(N fl (YZ j) c W(N). Let S = VV( C ll D, it4 fl 1’) be a 
sub-basic neighbourhood of the other !ind of (2 (a, f), where C, D are compact in 
A, J! respectively and U, v are apen in A, 2: respectively. NIow a (da ‘, g)(C I”1 I)) c 
U n V is equivalent to {a’}ll Cc U and g(D)S V. It follows that 
a(U R W(D, V))E §‘, and so a is continuous at (a, f). 

We now define an inverse to a 

p : (Pq s*+ P(qr) 

bY Pm= (a,f’) h w ere a E A, f E (s*q s*$“(a) and f’ : ‘&,,p Zst4) is the map 
such that f(a) y ) = (a, f’(y)) for all y E Y,c,,,. It is (easily seen that /3 = o-l. If we 
write /3 = (PI9 pz) th.en /Z?, = s*(qr) which is continuous8, so it is enough for 
continuity of /3 to prove pa continuous. 

Let FV( V) be a sub=basic neighbourhoodl of f I9 where V’ ils an open nrr:ighbaus- 
hmd of sl[a). Then there i.s a neighbourhoed N of a such that s(N) c: V and 
&( W(N))1c W(V). Let T = W(C, U) be al sub-basic neighbllxrrhc? OE fy of tke 
other kind, so that C is compa is ope:a and f ‘(CT) C PV. kc ’ la ,.le (3 cc 
neighbourhood of a ; then R = f7 \c, 13 I”1 W) f3 W(D) <iti a ne$! ibell \x 
f such that &(R)C T. So & is continuous. 
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ahat a&a)= f x lja;: G x(a)+ x fa}. (ii) If G,A are 
contiqlous. (iii) If A is focally compact, then 6’ is continuous. 

. This follows from Theorem 1.1 on taki:ng B to be a point. 

then CI! is 

. I’he locally compact nditioa is,\ Theorem I.1 cannot be dropped 
Example 551 if G is ausdsti with more than oue poir-lt and A is 

HausdorB but not localIy compact, then M(43, Gj X A Es Hausdorff but 
(GX&GXAjisnot. 

However, there are .Dther circumstances where QL of Theorem 1.1 is a 
homeomorphism, and a particular useful case for many applications is when 

is the inclusion of a subspace. We then write Y 1 A for q-l(A j and’q 1 A 
for the restriction cr;i q mapping Y 1 A --G A. To within an obvious homeomorphism 
we can identify s*(qr) and (s*qs*r) with (qfjlA:(YZ)lA+A and 
(q 1.A I fA))r(YIA Z lA)-,A respectively. 

beorem 1.5. Let 4 : Y i+ B, r : .Z a--) B be maps ad lett A be a subspace of B. Tbren 
the identity bijection 

y:(YZ)JA+($A ZIA) 

is continuous, and is a homeomosghism 
regular. 

if (i) A is dosed7 0% (ii) .A is open and B is 

d. We will sho+v th at the sub-basic sets in (Y IA Z 1 A ) are restrictions of open 
sets of (YZ). Th% is clear for sub-basic sets W( Uj. Let S =: W(K, Vj be a sub-basic 
set wlnere K is c oqmct in Y 11 A and V is open in Z 1 A. Then V = VP n (Z 1 A) 
where V’ is open ic Z, and if T = W(K, V’), a sub-basic loeighbourhood in (IZ), 
then a’n(Y /A Z IA)= 3. 

‘I’k proof of (ix that y is a homeomorp~hism if A is closed, follows easily from [TV, 
TroposiGn 1 .Z(iii)B and the initial topoliogy description of tthe open sets of (YZ) 
and(YlA Z(A). 

For the proof of (ii), le:t rTi : (I” 1 A AZ 1 A)+ (Y,Z) denote the inclusion. Let 
f : Y, -+ Za, a E A. That &‘I[~ W( Ujj is sub-basic for U open in is clear. Let 
W(C9 V j be the other kind of sub-b+ic neighbourhood in (YZ) of a(f)- Fnce B is 

ular there is an open set /f and a clcjsed set .D such that a E U’ GE D c A c B. 
Let IV= (c I D, v I u) n rw(uj~. MIMI 8(rq c (C, U). This completes the 

roof. 

bred 
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ap with Pfausds 
a rmp, thien 

SUCh 

nenti 

. Plet f : p ++ (qr) be 8 ,map; we have to prove 0 -l(i) : p fl q + r continuous. 
Let U be am open set of B such that q 1 U is trivial, and so equivalent 

projection G >i U + W. Since G X X, G X B are k -spaces, so also are Cl X ( 

and G x IJ (see 111, 15.3, p. lo]). It follows from (d) of [6, Theorem 3.51 th:at 
Q-‘g) 1 W = K3f 1 U) is continuou8s. ence $-‘(f) is continuous. 

If q : Y -9 B, y : % -+ B are locally trivial with fibres G, .EI resl ectivizly (see [6, 
Section 3]) then there is what we call the! cilussical topokgy GA the set (YZ) making 
(qr) : (YZ) -+ B locally trivial with fibre (G, EI). This topology its the final 
topology with respect to the injections 1 (0, M) :1( U + (YZ); these injections exist 
whenever U is an open set over which borh q, t are trivial and are defined using the 
locally trivial structures for q, r. 

In order to relate this classical topology to the modified compact-open topology 
we first prove the following result. 

Theorem 2J!. Let q : Y + B, r : Z -+ B be locally trivial maps with, fikres G, !4 
respectively, {apad let Y, B &e HausdoQ’and B locally compact. Then the cka~;sics,’ and 
modified compact open topologies on (YZ) coincide. 

Root8 It is sufficient to prove that the two topologies agree over the open sets of an 
open cover of B. Hovvever, if q, r are both locally trivial over the open set U of 113, 
then by Exalmple 1.3, Theorem 1.1 and the fact that U is loca&!y compact, we have 

M(G,H)XU~(GXUHXU)~(Y(U zlv)=(YJ:)IU 

and the result follows. 

Example 2.2. If q : Y + B, P . Ad * ‘7 + B are vector bundles of finite dimension, then 
the vector bundle Hom(q, t) : Hom( Y, Z)+ .I3 is well-defined IZ, p. 81, and has fibre 
over b the vector space L (Y h &) of linear mappings Yb + Z,,. This vector space is 
of finite dimension and so has a unique 
vector spacli!. It follows from Theorem 
then the vector bundle Horn(q, J) is a restriction of our fhbred mapping space 
projection (qr) : (YZ)+ B. 
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A (q? I) :, &i (Y9%)+ B j.or the set over B whose fibre over kr E B is t’he set 
A ( Y,I, 2&) of admissible maps U, -+ % b. NOW A(&;, G) with the COIElpBCt-Clpefi 

t&i&y PQ give A (Y!, Z) the classical topology making it a locally trivial map 
A (qs r) : A (Y, Z)+ B. If G is abelian then the action of G on A IYZ) is well 
defined and A (4, r) is a principle C -bundle. Then A (P r) is the functional bundle 
(q, r, ‘ri.,B) i.$ [7, pU 250]. It follows from Theorem 2.1 ehak. 5 G, B are Hausdorff and B 
is 1cx:alf.y compact then A (q, I) is a subspace of our fibred mapping space 
(qr) I (VIZ)+ B. (On [7, p. 2501 a more general bundle (q, r, f) is defined where 
cl: Y-43, r:Z’+C andf:B -+ C is a map. However, (q, r,f) can ‘be identified 
with (4, f”(r), lB) where f”(r) is the induced bundle.) 

3. 

Let t : Z -d3 be a map and let F be a non-empty space. We Idefine Q&5) to be 
the subspace of M(F, 2) of maps 8’ : F-+ 2 axh that 5’ is constant. Let 
qy: (r) : a&Z) + B be the projection f I=) rf(~r) (for some x EZ F). Then q.&) is 
cantinuous. 

function 

5 : a,(Z)- (F x B 25) 

t(f)(x, b) = f(x), f E Q&Z), (x, b) E F X B is a bijection such that (i) 6 is continu - 
ous if F is Hausdiyi~ and [ii) 6-l is continuous if B is Eocallk comrqxzct. 

That 5 is a bijection is clear. 
(i) Suppsse that e(f) = g, and W(U) is a sub-basic neighbourhood of g. Let 

x’ E E Then e( W({x}, r-‘(U))) g W(U). For the sub-basic scets of the other 
we note t:hat since B, F are HausdorE, these can be taken tol be of the 
W(C : ( D, If) for C, D compact in e B respectively andr’ V apen in 2. Then 
&( W(C, V)l6: W(C X D, V). ThuS dJ is continuous. 

(ii) Let t-‘(g) = f, and let: W(C’, V) be a sub-basic neighbourhood of f. Let D be 
pact neighbourhood of b = rf(x), x E 
V)* 
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be the projection of a fibre bmdk with gro 
ne con!itS’tCtion of the associated1 principal bundle, [:ld, p. 391 

the set of admissible maps F-s 27 with the compact-open 
mpact and F is Hausdoti then Z A cln be 

identified with a subspace 

An ex-space p’ = (p, u) over the space B consists of the pair of maps p : X + B, 
u :B+X satisfying pu = ID. If 4 = (9, v)., 7 := (I; w ) are ex-q-braces over B, where 
q:Y-aB, tz--, B, then an ex-map Q --3 S is a map f : q --p P such that fv =I‘: w. 
The set of ex-maC s 4 + F will be written Ex(d, F); the space x[i(f, F) will be Ex(q, i’) 
with the compalc’;-open topology. So we hale a category of e r-spaces. 

We now follov;u [13] in defining the sm.ash pmduct of the fBX=SpiM3E?S ii, 4’ as the pair 
(p A 9, n o(u, v J), where 

x A y’ = ,c,J, VG x W((U(b) x Yb)U (X4! x v(b)))}, 

with the i~,lentifkation topology with r-espect to tie projection 71+ : X fl Y’ -+ X A Y; 

the map phq:XhY -* 23 is induced by X fl !I + B ; and (IU, v) is the map 
I3 -*X n Y defined by u, v. 

Le: q = (9, v), r’: = (r, w ) be ex-spazes as above, where B is Haus;dorff. The 
fi~ctional ex-space I is the pair (q !r, w ‘) defined as follows. The map 
q!r : Y?Z + B is the restriction of (91-j to the subspace Y!Z of (YZ) of rnq~ 
1: Ya + Za such that @(b) = w(b), some 6-E B. To define w’ we note that the 
right-adjoint of B ll Y 3 ZV (b, y) h w l(b) , is a ma;? B + (YZ) whose image Sies in 
Y!Z and so restricts to a section w’: I? + Y!Z {Of g!r. 

Theorem 4.1 (The ex-exponential 
a natural injection 

law). The exponential correspondence detemniiws 

A&s (i) if p, q satisfy any one of the conditions (a) . . . (f) in [6, Theorem 3.5], then c) 
is swjectiue. 

(ii) if X (is Hausdofl, then 8 is continusus. 

1 The map phlq+p “(3 ind 
I q, r) which maps the subspace 
maps f : + r such that 

he inclusion 9 ! P -+ (q 
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which maps the$ subspwce 
of maps g : p --) (qs) such that 

(p, q ! r) homeomorphically to the space Q 

&)(1!?(b)) == g(u(b))(y) = w(b) bEB,xEXb,yEYb* 

The exponential function 6 of [6, Theorem 34 clearly maps P into Q, and this 
proves the first park Also if g lies in 42, then @w1(g), if it is continuous, clearly lies in 
PP and this proves (i) 

Finally, (ii) follows from 16, Theorem 3.2(i)]. 

,2. If B is a point, then the ex-exponential law reduces to the usual1 
exposential law for pointed spaces. We know of only one circumstance when this 
latter exponental function is a homeomorphism, namely when X, Y are compact 
Hausdorff. 

A We saw in Section 2 that if q, I’ are locally trivial then there is a 
classicsi topology on (YZ); a similar procedure h,as been used in [Ja, p. 3721 tcl 
topologist: ‘Y! 2 when q, F are locally trivial ex-spaces so that, when the base, B is a 
finite C-l@-complex and the fibres are locally compact, Y! Z becomes an ex-space. 
(‘Ihe notation (M/x )( Y, Z) is used in [3] for this space.) However, Theorem 2.1 
shows that it is enough for B’ to be locally compact, IIausdorlI and Y to be 
Hausdorff for the topology de!%& in [3j to give an ex-space Y? 2 whose topology 
agrees with the modified compact open topology. 

!law for fib se&ion syuxts 

Suppose we have the following situation of spaces and maps 

2 X 

t I \ r \ P 

\ 
I 

Y 

Y -- 15 
41 

where r = qt and B is ,a IIaustiorff space. It is weil-known that there is a canonical 
Sjection 

e recall that T 
and morphisms f : p --) q xx! 
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e consider Y,Z as spaces over via q, r and let Y,% e 
of maps f : Yb -+ Zb which are: tial sections to 11 : Z -3 @ 

cai?. Y,Z the fibred section space lof q, 1: and q *t I( = the restriction of (q~) ia E",Z) 

the fibred section projection Jkw Y,Z. The reader will notice that in casts where Yb 
(and hence Zb) are empty, t&e fibre of q dit over I3 consists of a single map, i.e:. the 
empty map. 

We notice that if f : t + er is a map ilr Top y, then it induces a funcl:ion 

fo wd-+q*u, fo(s)= sf9 s Ei YJ; 

this function is continuous because it ir; a restriction of one of the maps in [6, 
Proposition 22(i)]. It is easily seen thal 

is a functor. 

Theorem 52. The exponential law for fitbred section spaces. The expenential corre - 
spondence defines an injection 

natwal in the variables p and t. 
Furthermore (i) if p, q satisfy any one lipf the conditions (a) . . . (f) o,F [6, Theorem 

3.53, &enr e is surjective ; 
(ii) if X is Hartsdo@ then B, is cont&wous ; 

(iii) if X, V are Hausdorff, then 8 is dc homeoma~hism into. 

IPro4 )f. Clearly 1q *p, t) is a sub ace (sf M@ 17 q, r), and is mapped by 8 of [ 6, 
Theorem 3.11 into the subspace (p, q *t) of M(p, (qt)). Heme our present 8 is 
we&defined. Thus (i), [(ii) and (iii) follow 6om [d, Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.5). 
The precise description of the naturahty of 0 is left to the reader. 

Co1~3Uary 5.3. If Y is locally compact then the functor 4” : ‘I”opB + T’ePY is left 

(i) 112, p,, 4613 d escribes fthe ana!logue of the argument of this section 
t of the category of compactly generated spaces in which real value@ 

fun&on. !;eparate points, though rt is not clear if the definition given there ens 
either that 1%~) q + t is continuous, or (b) Y”,Z is a tpsce in the given 
corresponding result does however work in the convenient category 

nly that B is t-lrausdorff (see Secrtion 8 b 
S.3 for the category 



law for fib relative IMing spaces 

The exponential law of Section 5 jimmlved a projection whose fibres were spaces 
of sections; tlhere are similar constructions and Eaws for projections whose fibres are 
SpaCeSi of liftings and spaces of extensions, The concept of relative lifting [14, p, 4151 
generalises the concepts of section, Ming, extension; hence the exponential law for 
fibred relative lifting spaces (given below]8 generalises several other exponential 
Jaws. 

Suppose that we are given a commutative diagram 

I 
I 

i t I 
I 4 

of maps of spaces. We define RI& t; i, j) to be the space of maps f : Y + Z such 
that fi = j, tf = s, with the compact-open topology. Suppose further given a map 
II : W + B ; then by composition ol the given maps each of L, ‘Y, 22, “%+’ can be 
regarded as a space over B anall for each b E B we have a commutative diagra-m 

of maps of fibrres over b. We define Ym 2 to be the sub-space of (YZ) of ma,ps 
fb : Yb + &, such that fbib = jb tbfb = Q,, b E B, 

Let q = us, I = ut, and let Q m t : Y fD 2 + C denote the restriction of (qr). We 
call Y 0 Z -:he fibred relutive lifsing space for s, t, i, j, u, and we call q m P the fibred 
relative lifting projection for Ym 2. 

If p : X + B is a map, then there is a commutative diagram 

, p;:>: f-l y-9 denote the projections. 

for fibred relative lifting IsTaces). If 
Pa 

is 
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8: @pi, t; lx x iJpz)+ 

Further (I) if pJ q satisfy an:y of the conditions (a), d . . 9 (f) of [6, Theorem 3.$ r!kpt 
8 is surjective ; 

(ii) if X is Hausdo& &hen 0 is continuous ; 
(iii) if X, Y are Hausdorff, then 8 is a homeomorphism into. 

. The proof is a straightforward check that the exponential correspondence 
maps the subspace appropriately. 

The following examples show how the exponential law of this section includes 
various exponential laws discussed previously. 

Example 6.2. (62.1) We recall that Y 0 Z is a subspace of (YZ); on the other hand 
if L = 8, W = B, u = lb then Y fT! Z = (Yi!) and q 0 r =: (qt), so (qr) is a particular 
case of q Vl r. 

(62.2) IfL=& W=Y,s=l&~enYtTM=Y,%andqmr=q,r,henceq,t 
is a particular case of qf fD r. 

(6.23) If L = 8, then the fibres of q fTl I become spaces of liftings and we obtain 
an exponential law for jib& lifting spaces (referred to above). 

(6.2.4) If W = B, u = lB and i is the inclusion of the subspace L in the space Y, 
then the fibres of q fll r are spaces of extensions and we obtain an exponentiuf law for 
@red extension spaces (referred to above). 

(6.2.5) Given ex-maps 4 = (4, v) and r = (r, w), taking W = B, u = ls, L = 
v(B), i as the inclusion :and j as the function taking v(5) over to w(b) for all b in 
B (this is a particular case of (6.2.4)), the&l q fill r : Y ~DJ 2 - B is just the functilonal 
ex-space projection q ! P : Y! 2 --) B. In this case Theorem 6.1 concerns t 

exponential map from the appropriate subset of RI@ fl q, t) to M(p, q ! t), i.e. is is 
an intermediate step in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 

(6.2.6) Finally, if L x= 8 and 11, W are singleton spaces then Y m Z is just 
M( Y, 2) and Theorem 6.1 reduces to the ordinary exponential law for topological 
spaces. 

7. The lwmotqy fib&l exponatld law 

This is given in two parts, namely Proposition 7.1 and Theorem 7.2. We assume 
that B is Hausdorff throughout this section. Given p : X-+ B, q : Y + B, the set of 
all classes of maps p + g under the relation “homotopic over B *’ will be written 

KMl* 

ProIMX3itiorm 7.1. If p : x 4 B, q : Y 4 B, 2 4 h ard! ,maps then the rsatural fi 
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f f, g : p flq -B T, then a homotopy from f to g over 

and this is essentially just a map JI gl q R 
Now pflqflt=pntDq and our map 

ines a map pIIt-+ eorem 3.11, i.e. a map X X 
easily seen that this 1 IS a homotopy from 8(f) to O(g) 

, and the result follows. 

P: r : 21 + B are maps s~h that p and q satisfy 

(a) (X, Y) is a82 exponential pair in the sense that either Y is locully Compuct or 
x Y is a Hausdorjf k-space,, #or one of (b)-(f) of 16, Theorem 3.511 then 

. [ 81 ; [p ll q, r] -+ [p, (qr)] is a bijectx’on. 

We have to prove that if f, g : p + (qr) are such that f zBg then 
B e-l(g), for the result then follows f [6, Theorem 3.51. The homotopy 
to g is a map p r?t+(qr), whe I : ,X I + B is the projection. In each 

case #‘a) . . . (f) listed above the pair @ ll ty q) satisfies the same condition as does 
(p,q)i(forpIJt:Xxl +B is the map (p !lt)(x,u)=p(x), x EX, u EI), aidd it 
follows by [16, Theorem 3.31 that the corresponding function @ ll t) ll q --) I is 
con~tinuous. Now pnqnt=pntnq:(xnY)xI-+B, (x,y9u)c*p(x)=q(y), 
(x, yj E X !7 Y, u E I and we have determined the required lhomotopy O-‘(f) = 
e--j(g) over B. 

--) B is a map the a [secpll will denote the set [ le, p] of 
classes of sections of p, llnder the relatiolr of homotopy via section:e. 

(homotopy veraion’of 16: Coroky 3.71). If q : Y + B, r : 25 -+ B are 
maps, then there is a natural function 

Ml : 1% 4 --, lsec(tP919 Ed VI = wf>l9 iv-1 E kl9 rl 
(where 4 is the fumtion of [6, Corollary 3.41). If Y iit a Elausdofl k-space, tht!n [ 41 
is a bijection 

his follows easily from case (c) of Theorem 7.2, taking g to be the 
rejection B X I+ 

(homotopy version of [Ci, Lemma 3G.Q. Given a map q : Y -+ R and a 
VX B+B, then 



reef. This is an easy modification of the proof of [6, Lemma. 3.8(i)]. 

~r~~,~ary 7.6 (homot of [6, Corollary 3.9JJ. Given maps p :4X-+ B, 

q: Y-,Bandaspa note the pr42jection t ( WV) : xl34 ere is 
natural function 

[+I : [X f-l u, WI-, b (sol? lmfl) = hw)l~ $5 E w f-I r, 
(~5 is the function of [6, Corollary 3.99). If p, q satisfy any one of the conditions (a). h . 
( f) of Them-em 7.2 then [+Q] is a bijection. 

Exanppk ?,7. If ,X lJ Y has the homotopy type of a CW-coqlex and W = 
K(m, n) then Corollary 7.6 determines a Sijrction “(X Tt Y, ?r)-+ Ep, (qr)l, a fact 
that will be used elsewhere in cohomology calculations. 

roof. [$I] is the composite of [S] of Lemm;i 7.5 and [@I of Theorem 7.2. 

Corolllary 7.8 (homlotopy version of [6, Corollary 3.101). If q : Y --, B is a map, W is 
a space and t denotes the projection t ( W.) : W x I3 + B then there is a natural function 

Es I: i Y, WI + k=mn, b? 1 (ifI) = 117 UK Ul E [Y, WI9 
(q denotes the fuPtction of 16, Corollary 3.101). Xf Y is a Hausdofl k -spat/c tkm I:, 3 is L .’ 
a bijectiavz. 

Exaimylte 7.9. If Y has the homotopy of a CW-complex and W =: K( w, n ) then 

there is a bijection M”(X, a)-9 [sec(qr)]. This fact that will be used elsewhere in 
cohomology calculations. 

Lemma 7.5. 
ry 7.8. The result is simply a combination of Corollary 7.4 and 

IT we attempt to modify the above arguments to t OI 

k-syaces we face the difficulty that ome of the mapping spaces constructed may be 
non-IIausdor!B (compare with 16, 



this category tke map CR: of Theorem 1.1 is easily shown to be a 
eomorphism, the P-sprees involved being subject oniy to the restrkti.on that ~4 

ausdoti,, Tk $-asiest method of proof here involves ap$ying the 
fiibred exponential law (‘sea:: k, Th m 7.3’1) to maus over A into A I3 VA ta 23 
and ~4 R (YZ). It follows l;hzf the analogues of the results of Sectiorts 2,3 hold 
and that the exponential fi unctions of the ex-fibred section-, bibred relative lifting- 
and homotopy-exwnential laws are homeomorphisms (in the last case bijections), 
the t-spaces involved being, subject only to’the restriction that B is t-Hausdorfl. Pn 
panic&r, the category 01” ex-f-spaces) over a given GHausdorfI t-space B is a 
symmetric monoidal closecll (bdt nti : ::~riesian closed) category. Another advantage 
of the category of t-spuces is that the 8 of the ex-exponential law of Theorem 4.1 
becomes a homeomorphisrl (in the case of the category of all topological spacllzs we 
found no condition suffic: ent to make 8” continuous). An additional related 
difficulty in dealing with e~spaces in the ordinary category is that we have been 
unabie to prove that for giren ex-space X, Y, suitable conditions imply tnat X PI Y 
is Hausdorff. However, the following holds in the category of t-spaces. 

sopositiam 8.3. Let p : X --L B, q : Y -43 be i-Hausdofl spaces orter the t- 
Hausdorff space 4% Let u, TV be s:ections sf- p, q respectiuely, so that (p, u), (q, v) are 
ex-spaces. Then the correspondinrig f-ex-mash product space X I\ Y is tHausdm#. 

. There is an identtication map 4 : X 61 Y -+ ;RT A Y (wkxe X n Y is the 
k-product). To prove X A Y SHtiusdorff it is &Ticient to prove the: squivalence 
relation R defined by 4 is cloud (in the t-product). But R iL tbe union of the 
diagonal in (X ll I?) x (X I7 Y), the set A = {(x, yp x’, y ‘) E (X Tl Y) x (X fl Y): 
q(y)= q(y’) and x = x’= up(z)} and 

The diagonal is closed (since X’ ll Y is f-Hausdorff) and A, A ’ ax closed because 
they are the intersections of sets on which various maps into f-ISausdotiT spaces 
agree. It follows that R is closed. 
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